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explain why in the mid-1600s, however, the only
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the confluence of mammon and God that makes
the book’s case studies so intriguing.
Despite the above-cited profound differences
between the Habsburgs and the Tudors, the au‐
thors suggest that in the long run both dynasties
saw consolidation of centralized authority for the
same reasons. These were the necessity of sup‐
pressing internal revolt (especially after 1517); the
persistence of the medieval conviction that the
ruler must render justice (and hence maintain an
accessible system of justice); and the fact that in
the Reformation era rulers had to contend with,
and sometimes drive, religious change. Hence, in
the all-too-human course of negotiations over
obligations and control of actions, rulers and their
subjects (be they obstreperous city-dwellers,
wealthy merchants, over-mighty nobles, or surly
peasants) vied for the determination of policy at
all levels of society. Economics is all about deci‐
sion making, and the ensuing consequences (as
noted by Jurgen Brauer and Hubert van Tuyll in
Castles, Battles, and Bombs: How Economics Ex‐
plains Military History [2007]). Gunn, Grummitt,
and Cools's study is very much about polity, poli‐
cy, and decision making, especially by rulers. Here
the free will of individuals interacts with the
blind forces of economics, and the application of
economics explains how war shaped the state,
and vice versa.
Gunn, Grummitt, and Cools thus do useful
service in cautioning us about assumptions re‐
garding the inevitability of the rise of the modern
nation-state. Indeed, they make abundantly clear
how anachronistic social scientific models can be.
“As the twenty-first century sees national states in
retreat

before

free

markets,

supra-national

unions of states, and international groups,” the
authors conclude, “it should be easier to analyse
the development of early modern polities without
the teleology of national state formation” (p. 334).
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